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CWLR Eastern Section
Criteria Weighting 92 93 99.5 102 78 79.5 73 98.5 80 94

2 1.5 2 5 5 3 3.5 3 3 3.5 3

This link would require the removal of

approximately 5-10 commercial sites,

including office blocks and indirectly

affect approximately 0-5 sites.

This link would require the removal of

approximately 5-10 commercial sites,

including office blocks and indirectly

affect aproximately 0-5 sites.

No commercial buildings are directly

being removed by this option.

No commercial buildings are directly

being removed by this option.

This link would require the removal of

approximately 0-4 commercial sites,

including office blocks and indirectly

affects several others

This link would require the removal of

aproximately 0-4 commercial sites, including

retail space and indirectly affect several

others

This link would require the removal of

approximately 5-10 commercial sites,

including retail space and indirectly

affects several others.

This link would require the removal of

approximately 5-10 commercial sites,

including retail space and indirectly

affect several others

This link would require the removal of

approximately 0-4 commercial sites,

including retail space and indirectly affect

others.

This link would require the removal of

approximately 5-10 commercial sites,

including retail space and indirectly affect

several others.

3 4 4 3.5 3.5 4 4 4 5 4.5 5

This link would not require removal of

any existing residential houses. In

addition, the link would be located at a

reasonable distance from residential

properties.

This link would not require removal of

any existing residential houses. In

addition, the link would be located at a

reasonable distance from residential

properties.

This link would not require removal of

any existing residential houses. However,

the link would be located relatively close

to residential properties.

This link would not require removal of

any existing residential houses. However,

the link would be located relatively close

to residential properties.

This link would not require removal of

any existing private house. In addition,

the link would be located at a

reasonable distance from houses.

This link would not require removal of any

existing private house. In addition, the link

would be located at a reasonable distance

from houses.

This link would not require removal of any

existing private house. In addition, the

link would be located at a reasonable

distance from houses.

This link would not require removal of

any existing private house. In addition,

the link would be located at a reasonable

distance from houses.

This link would not require removal of

any existing private house. In addition,

the link would be located at a reasonable

distance from houses.

This link would not require removal of any

existing private house. In addition, the

link would be located at a reasonable

distance from houses.

3 4.5 4.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 3.5 4.5

The link would predominantly be

located within brown field sites, away

from residential receptors. This link

would require the removal of some

areas of trees.

The link would predominantly be

located within brown field sites, away

from residential receptors. This link

would require the removal of some

areas of trees.

The link would run closer to existing

houses and would require the removal of

approximately 0.6 hectares of trees.

Compared to other eastern corridor

options, this link would require more

green space, although the green space is

not within a designated area.

The link would run closer to existing

houses and would require the removal of

approximately 0.6 hectares of trees.

Compared to other eastern corridor

options, this link would require more

green space, although the green space is

not within a designated area.

This link runs along the existing

bridleway, close to a number of

residential receptors, affects the

watercourse and requires tree removal

along the bridleway. The route is not

within a designated site area.

This link runs along the existing bridleway,

close to a number of residential receptors,

affects the watercourse and requires tree

removal along the bridleway. The route is not

within a designated site area.

This link runs along the existing bridleway,

close to a number of residential receptors,

affects the watercourse and requires tree

removal along the bridleway. The route is

not within a designated site area.

The link would predominantly be located

within brown field sites, away from

residential receptors. This link would

require the removal of some areas of

trees.

This link runs along the existing

bridleway, close to a number of

residential receptors, affects the

watercourse and requires tree removal

along the bridleway. The route is not

within a designated site area.

The link would predominantly be located

within brown field sites, away from

residential receptors. This link would

require the removal of some areas of

trees.

3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3.5 3 3.5

This link would provide facilities for

pedestrian, cyclists with a low number

of crossings. In addition, the consistent

and fully compliant cross section should

provide improved driver safety.

The link would also be located offline

but within built-up area.

This link would provide facilities for

pedestrian, cyclists with a low number

of crossings. In addition, the consistent

and fully compliant cross section should

provide improved driver safety.

The link would also be located offline

but within build-up area.

This link would provide facilities for

pedestrian, cyclists with a low number of

crossings. In addition, the consistent and

fully compliant cross section should

provide improved driver safety.

The link would require the majority of

construction offline.

This link would provide facilities for

pedestrian, cyclists with a low number of

crossings. In addition, the consistent and

fully compliant cross section should

provide improved driver safety.

The link would require the majority of

construction offline.

This link is likely to provide a narrower

active travel corridor as consequence

of the narrow cross-section. In

addition, this link would have a direct

impact on existing active travel

facilities by removing the existing

bridleway.

This link is likely to provide a narrower active

travel corridor as consequence of the narrow

cross-section. In addition, this link would

have a direct impact on existing active travel

facilities by removing the existing bridleway.

This link is likely to provide a narrower

active travel corridor as consequence of

the narrow cross-section. In addition, this

link would have a direct impact on

existing active travel facilities by removing

the existing bridleway. The online

construction along the eastern end of

county oak would require additional

mitigation to maintain safe practices

This link is likely to provide a narrower

active travel corridor as consequence of

the narrow cross-section. The online

construction along the eastern end of

county oak would require additional

mitigation to maintain safe practices

This link is likely to provide a narrower

active travel corridor as consequence of

the narrow cross-section. In addition, this

link would have a direct impact on

existing active travel facilities by

removing the existing bridleway.

This link is likely to provide a narrower

active travel corridor as consequence of

the narrow cross-section. The online

construction along the eastern end of

county oak would require additional

mitigation to maintain safe practices

2 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4 4 2.5 4 4 2.5

This link length is relatively direct and

similar to all other options. This link has

no junctions (on top of London Road

junction), access points or side roads

which would affect performance.

This link length is relatively direct and

similar to all other options. This link has

no junctions (on top of London Road

junction), access points or side roads

which would affect performance.

This link length is relatively direct and

similar to all other options. This link has

no junctions (on top of London Road

junction), access points or side roads

which would affect performance.

This link length is relatively direct and

similar to all other options. This link has

no side roads which would affect

performance. There is one junction (on

top of London Road junction) on route to

provide an improved PT service, allowing

a more direct route to the commercial

premises.

The link will require 2 additional

junctions (on top of London Road

junction) and moderate changes to the

road network (e.g. stopping up roads,

realigning existing roads etc.).

The link will require 2 additional junctions (on

top of London Road junction) and moderate

changes to the road network (e.g. stopping up

roads, realigning existing roads etc.).

This link would require 3 additional

junctions (on top of London Road

junction) and substantial changes to the

road network (e.g. stopping up roads,

realigning existing roads, widening

existing road etc.). The connection with

county oak is also likely to require

substantial mitigation and may not

operate as well as the other A23

connection points.

The link will require 2 additional

junctions (on top of London Road

junction) and moderate changes to the

road network (e.g. stopping up roads,

realigning existing roads etc.).

The link will require 2 additional

junctions (on top of London Road

junction) and moderate changes to the

road network (e.g. stopping up roads,

realigning existing roads etc.).

This link would require 3 additional

junctions (on top of London Road

junction) and substantial changes to the

road network (e.g. stopping up roads,

realigning existing roads, widening

existing road etc.). The connection with

county oak is also likely to require

substantial mitigation and may not

operate as well as the other A23

connection points.

1 2.5 2.5 4 4 3 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Whilst the construction of this link

would be mostly offline, the link

requires the removal of a large number

of commercial buildings which may

introduce additional construction risks,

beyond the uncertainty of building

demolition.

Whilst the construction of this link

would be mostly offline, the link

requires the removal of a large number

of commercial buildings which may

introduce additional construction risks,

beyond the uncertainty of building

demolition.

The majority of construction for this link

will take place offline, with minimal

construction risks envisaged.

The majority of construction for this link

will take place offline, with minimal

construction risks envisaged. The section

of the link including PT will be situated

online and within a built-up area, but it

shouldn't require extensive construction

works.

Whilst the construction of this link

would be mostly offline, the link

requires the removal of a large number

of commercial buildings which may

introduce additional construction risks,

beyond the uncertainty of building

demolition. The watercourse along

the bridleway also introduces some

challenges to construction.

Whilst the construction of this link would be

mostly offline, the link requires the

modification of the Acorn retail car park

which may introduce additional construction

risks. The watercourse along the bridleway

also introduces some challenges to

construction.

The majority of this option will require

online construction. The existing site is

likely to contain a number of significant

utilities, which would add to the

complexity. The eastern end of County

Oak is especially busy and traffic

management is likely to hinder the

construction progress. The watercourse

along the bridleway also introduces some

challenges to construction.

The majority of this option will require

online construction. The existing site is

likely to contain a number of significant

utilities, which would add to the

complexity.

Whilst the construction of this link would

be mostly offline, the link requires the

removal of a large number of commercial

buildings which may introduce additional

construction risks, beyond the

uncertainty of building demolition. The

watercourse along the bridleway also

introduces some challenges to

construction.

The majority of this option will require

online construction. The existing site is

likely to contain a number of significant

utilities, which would add to the

complexity. The eastern end of County

Oak is especially busy and traffic

management is likely to hinder

construction progress.

2 2 2 3 3.5 2 2 2 3.5 2 3.5

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities. However, this link would also

require the removal of a substantial

number of commercial premises with

seemingly obvious possible alternative

routes in the short/medium term

(before Gatwick Southern runway

implementation) which may not make

this route popular.

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities. However, this link would also

require the removal of a substantial

number of commercial premises with

seemingly obvious possible alternative

routes in the short/medium term

(before Gatwick Southern runway

implementation), which may not make

this route popular.

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities. However, the route to the

north may not be popular with all

(developers who would like to develop

the site for residential properties

/nearby residents etc.)

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities. The PT connection would

provide improved direct access for users.

However, the route may not be popular

with all (developers who would like to

develop the site for residential

properties /nearby residents etc.)

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities.

However, this link would require the

removal of the existing bridleway and is

closer in proximality to the residential

housing, as well as also removing the

Cherry lane playing fields. There is no

obvious space for these facilities to be

reproved in close proximity to the local

residential housing

This link would improve the quality of travel

from Charlwood Road to London Road, by

providing a new direct link which will include

PT and active travel facilities.

However, this link would require the removal

of the existing bridleway and is relatively

close to the residential housing, as well as

also removing the Cherry lane playing fields.

There is no obvious space for these facilities

to be reproved in close proximity to the local

residential housing

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link which

will include PT and active travel facilities.

However, this link would require the

removal of the existing bridleway and is

relatively close to the residential housing,

as well as also removing the Cherry lane

playing fields. There is no obvious space

for these facilities to be reproved in close

proximity to the local residential housing

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities. However, this link would also

require the removal of several

commercial premises along the County

Oak Way corridor as well as a small

encroachment into the Cherry lane

playing fields.

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link

which will include PT and active travel

facilities.

However, this link would require the

removal of the existing bridleway and is

relatively close to the residential housing,

as well as also removing the Cherry lane

playing fields. There is no obvious space

for these facilities to be reproved in close

proximity to the local residential housing

This link would improve the quality of

travel from Charlwood Road to London

Road, by providing a new direct link which

will include PT and active travel facilities.

However, this link would also require the

removal of a number of commercial

premises along the County Oak Way

corridor as well as a small encroachment

into the Cherry lane playing fields.

3 4.5 4.5 4.5 5 3 3 3 4.5 3 4.5

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). However, this

link would not connect to the existing

retail area.

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). However, this

link would not connect to the existing

retail area.

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). However, this

link would not connect to the existing

retail area.

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). In addition, this

link would also connect to the existing

retail areas, providing improved

connectivity to these existing areas.

This scheme would provide active

travel and public transport facilities.

However, this option requires the

removal of the bridleway, leading to

less space for active travel.

This scheme would provide active travel and

public transport facilities. However, this

option requires the removal of the bridleway,

leading to less space for active travel.

This scheme would provide active travel

and public transport facilities. However,

this option requires the removal of the

bridleway, leading to less space for active

travel.

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). In addition, this

link would also connect to the existing

retail areas, providing improved

connectivity to these existing areas.

However, the reduced cross section

would reduce elements of the provision

verses other options.

This scheme would provide active travel

and public transport facilities. However,

this option requires the removal of the

bridleway, leading to less space for active

travel.

This scheme would provide new active

travel and public transport facilities,

without negatively affecting the existing

facilities (e.g. bridleway). In addition, this

link would also connect to the existing

retail areas, providing improved

connectivity to these existing areas.

However, the reduced cross section would

reduce elements of the provision verses

other options.

3 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 4 2 4

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

The link will require the removal

existing social infrastructures such as

the Cherry Lane playing fields field.

The link will require the removal existing

social infrastructures such as the Cherry Lane

playing fields field.

The link will require the removal existing

social infrastructures such as the Cherry

Lane playing fields field.

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

The link will require the removal existing

social infrastructures such as the Cherry

Lane playing fields field.

The link would not affect any existing

social infrastructure.

3.5 3.5 4 4 3.5 3.5 3 3.5 3.5 3

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £5-15m.

Considerable commercial activities are

required to be removed and of

substantial commercial value.

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £5-15m.

Considerable commercial activities are

required to be removed and of

substantial commercial value.

Construction costs of approximately £5-

15m. No commercial activities are

required to be removed.

However, it should be noted that this is

the cost of provision of this option in the

short/medium term, but there may be

additional costs in the longer term (when

and if a Gatwick Southern runway was

implementation)

Construction costs of approximately £5-

15m. No commercial activities are

required to be removed.

However, it should be noted that this is

the cost of provision of this option in the

short/medium term, but there may be

additional costs in the longer term (when

and if a Gatwick Southern runway was

implementation)

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £7.5-20m.

Moderate value commercial activities

may be indirectly affected by the link.

Construction costs associated with this link is

approximately £7.5-20m. Moderate value

commercial activities may be indirectly

affected by the link.

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £10-25m. Moderate

value commercial activities may be

indirectly affected by the link.

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £7.5-20m.

Moderate value commercial activities

may be indirectly affected by the link.

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £7.5-20m. Moderate

value commercial activities may be

indirectly affected by the link.

Construction costs associated with this

link is approximately £10-25m. Moderate

value commercial activities may be

indirectly affected by the link.

Residential impact

To what extent do the routes options for the

corridor directly impact on residential properties,

taking into consideration their distance from the link

road?

Environmental

To what extent do the route options for the corridor

impact on the environment and on existing

environmental constraints?

Safety

To what degree do the route options for the corridor

ensure pedestrian and cyclist safety, motor users

safety and construction individuals safety?

Network performances

To what degree will the route options for the

corridor impact the existing road network in relation

to how corridor performs and how the corridor

impacts access to sites, residential and commercial

zones?

Constructability

To what degree will the corridor be characterised by

risk and uncertainty and what are the requirements

to introduce the corridor?

Stakeholder and Public Acceptability

Shift to active travel and to public transport
Does the route options for the corridor promote

active travel and public transport use ?

Social Infrastructure Impact
Does the route options for the corridor affect any

existing social infrastructures?

How likely is support for construction of the corridor -

from the public and key stakeholders?

3

Commercial/industrial impact

To what extent do the route options for the

corridor impact, on commercial and industrial

activities within and outside CBC and WSCC land?

Cost Banding

A rating based on the likely construction costs and

qualitative assessment of the land and commercial

costs.


